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Background
Epilepsy clinical trials suffer from numerous error sources. Usually, they are performed on outpatients over several months. 1 The primary outcome measure is derived from patient-reported seizure counts, normalized by each individual's baseline, and compared between a placebo and a treatment arm. Unfortunately, patient-reported clinical seizures may substantially underestimate seizures recordable intracranially, perhaps by a factor of 10 to 1. 2 In addition, patient diaries overreport other events as seizures. 3 Modern clinical trials have been affected adversely by skyrocketing costs (Pharma 2015) and a steadily rising "placebo effect." 4 For instance, one recent trial reported placebo effects as high as 40%. 5 Higher "placebo effects" decrease trial efficiency, increasing costs. 6 It may be prudent to consider methodologies for improving trial efficiency using modern technology. Although we expect a larger number of events to improve the efficiency of clinical trials, such improvement has never been rigorously investigated for epilepsy subjects. Furthermore, quantifying the magnitude of the expected efficiency gains will guide future trial strategies, for instance, the use of invasive or semi-invasive, subscalp recording electrodes for human trials. It is both feasible and safe to implant subdural electrodes chronically over many months. 2 Implantation vastly increases detection sensitivity and specificity, thereby providing an accurate seizure catalog. Although a very small number of patients have actually had chronic subdural electrodes placed over months to years, there is a rich data set from which to derive simulations about hypothetical situations. One such hypothetical is this: does knowledge of both intracranially recorded and clinically reported seizures increase the efficiency of a clinical trial?
Methods
We simulated a randomized clinical trial, based on a recent trial of 15 patients with chronically implanted subdural electrodes, using custom software in Matlab (R2015b) and R (3.2.3). Data included intracranial electroencephalogram (icEEG), patient-reported diaries, as well as audio recordings at the time of electrographic seizures. 2 Using methods previously described, 2,7 events were annotated into several subtypes: (1a) clinically manifested with correlated EEG ictal activity, (1b) clinically unreported seizures with audio and EEG features of a clinical seizure, (2) those with EEG ictal pattern matching those of subtype 1a/1b events but lacking confirmation of clinical manifestation, (3) EEG with seizure-like characteristics but differing from subtype 1a and 1b events and without confirmation of clinical manifestation, and (4) clinically reported seizures in the complete absence of electrographic confirmation.
Because of small sample size, we employed a form of within-block bootstrapping 8 to produce virtual patient data for a full trial period. First, a random patient (uniform distribution, with replacement) from the available NeuroVista patients was selected. This means that each patient had an equal likelihood of being chosen and could be chosen multiple times. Then, a random start day (uniformly distributed, with replacement) was selected from all possible start days in that patient's diary. All days (other than the final 6) were possible start days. One week (7 days) of contiguous seizure data was obtained starting at that day from the patient diary. The process of collecting 1 week of seizure data was repeated 20 times. Thus, each virtual patient was developed independently from a single patient, using a set of randomly chosen weeks. Because the choice of start times was very large, and 20 such choices were needed, the total number of unique possible combinations was 4.13 9 10 51 . A set of 200 virtual patients was generated for each virtual trial (Fig. 1) . Each virtual trial was 5 months long: 2-month baseline and 3-month test period.
Each virtual patient contributed to three seizure diaries: (A) patient-reported seizures that were electrographically confirmed (i.e., subtype 1a), (B) patient-reported events (i.e., subtypes 1a and 4), and (C) all electrographically confirmed seizures (subtypes 1a, 1b, and 2), captured by the Figure 1 . Flow diagram. A subset of NeuroVista patients was used based on inclusion criteria. To generate one virtual patient, first a random patient was selected. Then, 20 windows of duration 1 week were selected, with random start times. The process was repeated 200 times for each clinical trial, which comprised 100 placebo patients and 100 drug patients. The trial was analyzed with the 50% responder rate (RR50) and the median percent change (MPC) methods. Some trials were successful (denoted with an exclamation mark) at distinguishing drug from placebo. For each of five drug strengths, 1,000 trials were simulated. Epilepsia Open ILAE • The main finding was that using the intracranial EEGrecorded seizures significantly increased the statistical power of the simulated trials intracranial electrodes only. From the perspective of patient reporting, category A represented all "true positives," B represented "true positives" and "false positives," and C represented "true positives" and "false negatives." All patients were assumed to complete the trial (i.e., no dropout), simulating the optimal situation. Each of the original 15 patients was included only if the expected duration needed to obtain at least one patient-reported event (category A) was less than the size of the baseline (2 months). For each week selected using the bootstrap, all three categories derived from the original data were retained in the virtual patient, thus preserving the temporal relationship between categories within 1-week intervals.
Based on recent data, 6 placebos were modeled as natural variability alone; therefore, no simulated adjustments were required for the existing seizure counts. Drugs were simulated using several assumptions: (1) patients in the trial had 100% compliance; (2) the drugs were equally effective in all virtual patients; (3) the efficacy of the drugs was stable throughout the exposure for each virtual patient; (4) the efficacy of the drugs was memoryless, that is, the effect of the drug at any time was independent of any other time that the drug was used; and (5) the drug had a fixed ability to decrease the total percentage of seizures potentially experienced. On the basis of these assumptions, the drug would require a single "efficacy" parameter E, which would represent the percentage of time that the drug would prevent any given seizure that was about to occur. With this model, a drug was modeled by removing the ith seizure with probability E during the testing period.
Two very commonly used trial outcome measures were considered: 50% responder rates (RR50) compared with Fisher's exact test, and median percentage changes (MPC) compared with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. In both cases, these tests are used to accept or reject the null hypothesis that the drug and placebo arms are equivalent. If rejected at the p < 0.05 level, a trial is typically considered "successful."
Drug efficacies 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% were tested 1,000 times each with the bootstrapped trials in each of the three categories (A, B, and C) for a total of 15,000 simulated trials. Because each virtual patient contributed three categories, these trials required 5,000 9 200 = 1,000,000 virtual patients. Each trial had six outcome p values because of the two outcome measures and the three diary categories considered. A trial "success" was defined as p < 0.05; thus, each trial contributed six binary success variables.
A Wilcoxon rank-sum test compared the sets of 1,000 p values obtained in two contrasts: category A versus category C, and B versus C. This comparison was performed for each of the five drug strengths and both outcome methods (RR50 and MPC), resulting in 2 9 5 9 2 comparisons. The 20 tests were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction.
Results
On the basis of inclusion criteria, 10 patients from the NeuroVista trial were included for simulation. The seizure diaries ranged from 7 to 24 months in duration (median 12). Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviations of the 1,000 p values obtained in each of the simulated situations. As expected, larger drug strengths dramatically decrease the p values in all cases. Also as expected, p values obtained from MPC were consistently lower than RR50. Figure 2 shows the percentage of the 1,000 trials that met the p < 0.05 level of significance, which is equivalent to an estimate of the statistical power. Again, the increasing drug strength shows increasing statistical power for all cases. Also again, the MPC method consistently demonstrates superior statistical power.
The category C events always showed lower p values than category B events (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, corrected), and category C also always showed lower p values than category A (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, corrected). The two exceptions were that the RR50 method for strength 10% did not show a statistical difference between B and C (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, corrected) and that it did show a significant difference between A and C (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, corrected).
Discussion
Our study found that using all electrographically confirmed seizures affords statistically superior power compared to using only clinically reported events. The finding was true across a series of drug strengths, two different standard methods of calculating the outcome of a clinical trial, and with or without clinically reported false positives. Implicit in our study is the assumption that drugs capable of reducing subclinical seizures are beneficial to patients. The relevance of subclinical seizures for assessing the efficacy of antiepileptic drugs is inconclusive, yet there is likely to be a patient-specific relationship between clinical and subclinical seizures. Subclinical seizures have been shown to be reliable indicators of the epileptogenic zones, 9-11 suggesting a common pathology with clinical seizures. It is possible that subclinical discharges have a similar generating mechanism to clinical seizures. 12 Moreover, subclinical discharges appear to have cognitive impacts as well, even when controlling for lesion, drug, and duration of epilepsy. 13 Given the available evidence, we believed it reasonable to allow simulated drugs to have equal efficacy across clinical and subclinical seizures. Therefore, measuring the effect of drugs on both types of events may be clinically relevant.
One might think that the results of this study are expected. It would seem "obvious" that having more events would certainly result in greater statistical power. However, several things could have happened differently. First, if there was a wide degree of variability in the subclinical events coupled with a low variability in the clinical events, then including subclinical events would result in lower statistical power (Appendix S1). Second, if sufficient subtype 4 (false-positive) events were present, then the statistical power of category B would be degraded. In reality, the precise long-term relationship between intracranially confirmed seizures and patient-reported events remains largely unknown. The data available on this relationship come from only one studythe NeuroVista trial itself. 2 As a consequence, although in hindsight the results appear intuitively satisfying, the outcome was not a forgone conclusion.
The limitations of this study are based on the assumptions made. There is a very small sample of original patients available who have ever been studied longitudinally with intracranial electrodes over months to years. Because thousands of seizures were recorded over this time, it was feasible to generate virtual patients using a form of bootstrapping. However, the results may not generalize to all patients and all forms of epilepsy because of the small number of patients studied here. Indeed, it is almost certainly true that a larger sample of patients with longitudinal intracranial recordings would enrich this simulation with a greater heterogeneity of seizure frequencies, variability, clustering, and so on. Moreover, by necessity, the assumption of true independence between virtual patients will sometimes be violated to a limited extent, because some virtual patients will have been generated from the same "true" patient, though from differing portions of the seizure diary. Consequently, our conclusions must be viewed as merely a first approximation based on our limited data available.
Additional assumptions were made about the placebo effect, namely, that the placebo-exposed patients experienced no change in their typical seizures, and any "response" was primarily an artifact of natural variability. 6 Although the responses obtained from natural variability are typical for clinical trials, 14 this assumption has not been fully proven. Although other models could have been added to our simulation, such as regression-to-the-mean and psychological effects, these influences have never been formally quantified in epilepsy. Therefore, we elected to use a model of placebo that has been quantified (i.e., natural variability) and avoid the additional unproven assumptions required for additional factors to be included as well. Indeed, it is possible that at least a small portion of variability seen in the NeuroVista data may reflect medication changes, though medications were for the most part stable throughout that trial. Similarly, assumptions about drug efficacy are speculative at best, though they may represent at least a reasonable first approximation. 15 Our model assumed 0% dropout, which is obviously unrealistic, though lower dropout rates might be expected in highly invested patients with implanted devices. However, dropout will simply decrease the statistical power of a study, so these results can be used as a guide for a best-case scenario. Finally, the assumption that electrographically captured events represent all seizures may be na€ ıve-it is unknown how much intracranial electrode coverage would identify all electrographic seizures with 100% sensitivity. In the case of NeuroVista, a set of 16 electrodes was used, covering the area expected to be most likely the epileptogenic zone.
The implication of this study is that if a set of patients with chronically implanted intracranial electrodes was available, clinical trials using data obtained from these patients would have higher statistical power. Such patients may become available incidentally as devices with intracranial recording capabilities become more common, such as the RNS and DBS systems. Extracranial "subscalp" systems are also being developed, which will provide an alternative means of collecting similar data. Because of the higher statistical power, the number of patients required for a clinical trial could be decreasedin some cases by a dramatic amount. The improved power therefore translates to lower costs, which could accelerate drug discovery. 16 Higher statistical power could also decrease exposure to subtherapeutic doses of medications, lowering the risk of Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP). 17 It is likely that with improving detection and prediction algorithms more patients will be willing to have chronic subdural electrodes implanted in the coming years. 2, 18 Similarly, if less invasive techniques, such as wearable biosensors, [19] [20] [21] [22] were to achieve high reliability and accuracy, they too would be predicted to obtain higher statistical power than self-reported seizure diaries. Indeed, any technology 
